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TVI FOR UTILITY ENGINES
Introduction
A new cylinder head porting architecture promotes excellent 
cylinder filling and scavenging at all engine speeds, combined 
with rapid, clean combustion. The system simultaneously 
incorporates downdraft and crossflow induction, with both 
ports supplying the same inlet valve, and arraigned for swirl 
effect. This technology is intended to be utilized in conjunction 
with a variety of single and multi-inlet valve combustion 
chambers. (E.g. hemi, pentroof, bathtub, wedge, etc.) The 
system is patented, and is called Twin Vector Induction (TVI)

Background 
The design of this new cylinder head was conceived in 
anticipation of a requirement for smaller, “super-performance” 
power plants. The means to achieving these goals is to 
develop cylinder heads that fill and scavenge very efficiently, 
and require relatively little valve overlap in order to accomplish 
the best charge stratification possible over the entire operating 
range. 

Put simply, the next generation of spark and compression 
ignition engines will need to combine the characteristics 
of a diesel at low speed with those of an “on demand” high 
performance unit when accelerating. At the same time, even 
as the push for smaller, lighter utility engine continues, these 
same engines will need to meet increasingly stringent anti-
pollution requirements. 

Unlike automobile engines, small utility engines will have to 
achieve clean combustion with far simpler induction systems 
for reasons of cost and space packaging. Therefore, the 
burden of meeting these requirements falls on the induction/
combustion system, which needs to deliver the maximum 
amount of flow energy into the cylinder, stir it up into a well-
homogenized charge, burn it efficiently, all while sending the 
least amount of unburned fuel down the exhaust pipe. 

TVI Induction
The solution is a radically improved porting arrangement, with 
two equally offset ports at the valve, set up tangentially at the 
point of convergence. Because of this configuration, both fluid 
streams are substantially undisturbed as they both largely 
bypass the valve stem. The “near side turn” is eliminated , 
along with the energy-robbing change in flow direction that is 
necessary in order to pass over the back face of the valve with 
conventional porting systems. The all-important crossflow 
airstream is undisturbed, resulting in superior scavenging, and 
this feature is only improved by the swirl created by the ports 
being offset. The down draft port is equally unobstructed, and 
as a result, unlike conventional porting, the entire annulus of 
the inlet port is fully utilized as the fluid stream enters the 
combustion chamber, even at low valve lifts. 

The high swirl generated in transition as the air-fuel mixture 
enters the cylinder provides the combustion improvements 
associated with this feature. By removing the valve stem from 

the middle of the fluid stream, and creating the least 
amount of redirection necessary for inlet air flow, this 
new cylinder head design lowers the critical airspeed 
necessary to effectively scavenge the cylinder, allowing 
the engine to run well at all speeds, giving time for 
complete combustion, all while reducing pumping and 
frictional losses. 

A key benefit for utility engines is the ability to introduce 
fuel only into the downdraft port. Since virtually all of the 
residual scavenging comes from the fuel-free crossflow 
port, far less raw fuel goes out the exhaust port, thus 
eliminating a major source of pollution.
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More detail about advanced porting  
systems and conclusion
A bit more about the swirl characteristics of this porting 
system. A review of patents will reveal any number of schemes 
to improve combustion through the use of swirl generation. 

As general rule, these break down into two types: (1), systems 
that generate swirl through port positioning, such as an offset 
inlet port that causes the air stream to enter the cylinder 
tangentially, or (2), systems that generate swirl in the port 
itself. These systems use a variety of devices such as deflector 
vanes or chokes, a secondary passage designed to generate 
a high-speed deflecting airstream, port(s) offset to the valve 
stem in a common chamber, ports that wrap around the valve 
in a helical fashion, or some combination of the above. 

In addition, some cylinder heads combine port swirl devices 
with an offset valve position. Offset inlet port positioning has 
been a common approach for many years and has been used 
on many engines. True port-swirl systems are a different case 
altogether. Despite the large number of individual designs that 
have been developed, they are almost never seen on an actual 
vehicle. 

The reason for this is simple: all of these systems consume 
significant amounts of the precious kinetic energy developed 
in the inlet port by forcing a significant turn, constriction, or 
impingement of the fluid stream(s) usually against a chamber 
or port wall directly above the valve. This is the least desirable 
place to have a loss of fluid-flow energy, since the inertia of this 
stream is what carries the air/fuel mixture past the valve, and 
enables it to scavenge the cylinder during the overlap period, 
as well as to fill the cylinder effectively. 

As a result, these applications can never result in aspiration 
equal to a well-developed conventional porting system. The 
TVI system described here does not utilize any such method of 
swirl generation; indeed, swirl is not actually generated above 
the valve at all, except during the short periods of low valve lift, 
when inlet air will flow along the back face of the valve due to 
the constriction of the barely opened port. 

This controlled, brief regime of port swirl is intentional, and 
assists scavenging during overlap, and generates additional 
swirl again as the inlet valve closes and the piston is coming 
back up on the compression stroke just before ignition. Once 
the valve is lifted at all clear of the seat, the airflow becomes 
linear and in-line with the ports themselves, which have been 
deliberately kept as straight as possible; there is no intentional 
helical shape as the ports converge, and indeed, in most 
configurations there will be no helix at all. 

It is this characteristic that allows the distinctive and 
simultaneous crossflow plus downdraft effect from the 
appropriate individual port, and contributes to maximum 
cylinder filling. Instead of the swirl being generated in the port, 
it is now created by the equal and opposing airstreams coming 
through the ports into the cylinder, and they are forced to 
create swirl helically as they approach the walls of the cylinder 
itself. This is the reason for the use of the term “transitional” in 
describing the swirl action with the TVI style of porting. 

The effectiveness of this system is now well-proven in repeated 
dyno tests. TVI is the ideal system for all utility engines: 
generators, welders, pumps, landscape equipment, marine, 
small aircraft, and mobile equipment.


